a world of possibilities
to adapt to any existing network

**Ethernet**
Bartech's proven and reliable Ethernet interface provides hoteliers with an easy "plug-and-play" solution for room to server connection. Just an RJ 45 socket compatible with the 10 Base Ethernet specifications is all that's required on the hotel's side.

**Twisted Pair**
An important quantity of existing Bartech installations are running through twisted telephonic pair using our proprietary scanning units and transmission cards. This largely used solution is ideal for existing hotels that cannot afford to change their cabling network.

**Coax Cable**
As an alternative to the above solution, communication between our automatic minibars and the Bartech server can also be monitored through a hotel's existing MATV coax antenna. Our system can work under three different frequencies thus being compliant with most existing PAY TV systems.

**Wifi**
Bartech has successfully completed several installations of fully automatic minibars within a Wi-Fi environment. Our Bartech system is compatible with any 802.11b compliant access point.

**Zig Bee**
We have added Zig Bee to our already existing range of connection capabilities. Intended for low data rate and low power consumption products, this technology ideally suits Bartech.

For more information, please visit our website: [www.bartech.com](http://www.bartech.com)